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SCREEN AND FRAME MAKING AIDS

FOLDING
MAGNIFIER
For all Meshes

GEL 23

UNIVERSAL MESH-PREP #3 SCREEN DEGREASER LIQUID

AUTOTYPE EXPOSURE CALCULATOR

KIWOBOND Frame Adhesives

1” - 24.95

2” x 60 yd. - 36.65 

Gallon - 62.00

5 Litre (1.32 gal.) Containers 68.00

Fine Quality magnifier. Precision

ground polished lens.

Magnifies fabric threads.12X

Folds up for easy storage

Durable, white polyethylene reinforced cloth
tape is pressure sensitive...has tremen-
dous tack. Perfect for sealing off inside
of frames, protecting edges and guides,
etc. Molds into all crevices and corners
and is simply removed. Tape is 2” wide
and comes in 60 yard rolls.

An all-in-one test positive that helps you determine the
best exposure time. The calculator’s series of
incremental gray neutral filters provides 5 exposure
values with just one test exposure. Select one of them
for the best stencil thickness, colour/hardness and
definition. Features include a 65 line screen ruling and
halftone dots in 10, 50 and 90% areas. Also the edge
definition/resolution targets have a break in them and
very fine type to assist your interpretation. A complete
instruction guide is provided with each calculator.

PREP

66 Graphic Commerce Ltd.

KIWOBOND 1000 HMT
A fast drying two-component adhesive for adhering mesh to wood, aluminum, and metal
frames. 1000 HMT is the choice for high mesh tension and fast drying requirements. The low
viscosity aids the application on very fine mesh counts, ideally above 305 tpi (120 tpcm). Not
recommended for mesh counts below 156 tpi (60 tpcm). Technical sheet available.

KIWOBOND 930

 
 A fast drying two-component adhesive for adhering mesh to wood, aluminum, and metal

frames. Its medium viscosity enables easy application even on the coarsest mesh counts.
Recommended for mesh counts below 260 tpi (100 tpcm) Technical Sheet available.

  

KIWOBOND 930

1000HMT-750 Gram Set (adhesive & hardener) 54.85
1000HMT-4.25 Kilo Set (adhesive & hardener) 249.00
1000HMT-4.25 Kilo Frame Adhesive only 165.00
1000HMT-1 Kilo Hardener only 89.00

KIWOBOND 930 Set - 52.15

92.00 ea.

FRAME

A degreaser solution for all fabrics new or used,
before stencil making - and as a degreaser after
ink removal to speed the action of the stencil
removal. Ready to use.No mixing. Foam action
cleaning. Degreases effectively in hard water.
Rinses clean with hot or cold water.
Non caustic.

FABRIC

060720

A non toxic fluid for degreasing and dramatically
improving the wetting characteristics of all mesh
types. Universal Mesh Prep is fast and easy to
apply and harmless to the mesh.
Developed for capillary films but suitable for all
stencil systems.

SOLVENT RESISTANT
Plastic Tape

The abrading action of Ulanogel 23 promotes better wetting of the fabric and adhesion of the
stencil, and thus, longer press life. Its degreasing action removes dirt, dust, and oils from the
fabric, reducing the risk of stencil failure and pinholing. Ulanogel 23 is ready-to-use and rinses
off in hot or cold water. Its thixotropic character permits easy and effective preparation of larger
screens held in a vertical position. Non-caustic - will not harm frames, fabric, or adhesives on
stretch and glue frames. Recommended for use with all stencil systems on synthetic fabric only.

An abrasive degreaser gel that combines the actions ofMicrogrit No. 2 and Screen Degreaser Liquid No. 3

Quart - 16.25
Gallon - 56.00

SET


